DIOCESAN LITURGICAL COMMISSION
Minutes: 9/7/17
Members Present: Fr. Jeff Belger, Fr. Bruce DeRammelaere, Ms. Gale Francione, Dc. David Krob, Sr. Joann
Kuebrich, Ms. Tammy Norcross-Reitzler, Ms. Patti McTaggart
Absent: Fr. Bernie Weir
Ex officio: Dc. Frank Agnoli
1. Opening Prayer – Sr. Joann
2. Approved 8/4/17 minutes
3. New Business
a. St. Mary, Grinnell
Dan Rigali and Fr. Ron Hodges. Building project to add church hall. As part of that project, have
also been looking at updating the worship space. Architecture of the church is not changing. Last
renovation in 1980s. Wanted to address coordinating color / scheme as well as repair plaster.
How to connect church and hall/gathering space in a way that it would make it look as a whole.
The church piece is priced at $150K. Changing surface and finishing. Some harder surfaces to
assist with sound. Paint will be muted colors, keeping blue for sanctuary. Flooring will change –
vinyl in nave (appears like wood), marble-appearing stone tile sanctuary. Steps to sanctuary will
be darker for safety. Back of church will be a devotional space; the details have not yet been
finalized.
DLC approves of plans as presented. Submit needed corporate resolutions and insurance
documentation.
b. St. Paul, Davenport
Michelle Harrington and John Mahon. Project reviewed. Sanctuary redesigned. Chapel of
reservation behind altar (set apart by columns and separate lighting). Immersion font at entrance.
Terrazzo floor (tile or cast in place); pew area in one color and traffic areas in another color. Altar
furnishings will be salvaged and the granite integrated into new furnishings. Designs reviewed.
New sound system. Stations being renovated and reset. Redoing lighting using LEDs; though
fixtures will have same appearance (and add specific spots). Reconciliation chapel being enlarged.
DLC recommends that the project proceed. To present to DBC later this month.
c. Posture at Diocesan Liturgies
Tabled until next meeting.
4. Continuing Business
a. COA at SHC
Artist is working on proposals. Gale will follow-up.
5. Next meeting / prayer leader
TBD
Respectfully submitted,
Deacon Francis L. Agnoli, MD, DMin
Chair

